Abstract. We derive Wahlquist-Estabrook forms of the covering of Plebañski's second heavenly equation from Maurer-Cartan forms of its symmetry pseudo-group.
Introduction
In our preceding papers [16] - [19] it was shown that for a number of nonlinear partial differential equations (pdes) with three independent variables Wahlquist-Estabrook forms of their coverings can be derived from Maurer-Cartan forms of their symmetry pseudo-groups. In this paper we consider Plebañski's second heavenly equation, [21] ,
describing self-dual metrics in theory of gravitation. This equation can be obtained as the compatibility condition for the following system of pdes, [8, 1] , cf. [21, Eq. (3.13)]:
q t = (u xy − λ) q x − u xx q y , q z = u yy q x − (u xy + λ) q y ,
where λ is an arbitrary constant. This condition is equivalent to the commutativity of the following four infinite-dimensional vector fields
,
whereD t ,D x ,D y andD z are restrictions of the total derivatives D t , D x , D y and D z to the infinite prolongation of (1). This construction is called a covering, [10] - [13] . Dually coverings can be defined by means of differential 1-forms called Wahlquist-Estabrook forms, [22] . For Eq. (1) an ideal of the Wahlquist-Estabrook forms is generated by the following forms:
In this work we establish that the form ω 0,0 can be derived from Maurer-Cartan forms of the contact symmetry pseudo-group of Eq. (1).
Symmetry pseudo-groups of differential equations
Let π : R n × R → R n be a vector bundle with the local base coordinates (x 1 , ..., x n ) and the local fibre coordinate u; then by J 2 (π) denote the bundle of the secondorder jets of sections of π, with the local coordinates (
The involutive system of structure equations for this pseudo-group is given in Appendix.
In the next calculations we use the following Maurer-Cartan forms only: 
xy into the linear combination
yields the form q Another approach to computing Wahquist-Estabrook forms of coverings of pdes from Maurer-Cartan forms of their symmetry pseudo-groups was proposed in [18] . We hope to apply this to Eq. (1) elsewhere.
The involutive system of structure equations for the symmetry pseudo-group of Eq. (1):
(η 12 + η 15 ) ∧ η 5 + 2 (2 η 7 − η 9 ) ∧ η 6 − 3 η 7 ∧ σ 12 − (η 8 + η 10 + 2 η 15 ) ∧ σ 22 − η 9 ∧ σ 23 − η 10 ∧ (3 σ 13 + σ 33 ), (η 12 − 3 η 14 − 2 η 17 ) ∧ η 5 + (η 13 + 2 η 16 ) ∧ η 6
